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Unearthed – Calibre 560 Rarities 
 
Rarities need not cost the earth, particularly when they are a reasonably well-kept secret. Once the cat has been let 
out the bag however, as we will do now, expect an increasing number of people to be aflame with the desire to 
acquire a calibre 560 powered model. 
 
Why calibre 560? 
 
Omega’s OVD (vintage watch database 
http://www.omegawatches.com/cu_vintage/) gives us 
some preliminary, but important information to prime 
the appetite to acquire a calibre 560 model.  The OVDB 
tells us that the calibre 560, 17 jewels automatic had a 
total production run of 3,000 pieces and powered four 
distinct models – three Seamaster De Villes and one 
Omega generic brand model.  
 
Simple mathematics indicates that any of the four 
models produced would satisfy general criteria for 
‘rarity’, particularly when compared with the massive 
numbers of mid-500 series movements produced.  The 
Omega database is a little patchy on numbers for the 
entire calibre, however further enquiries with the 
Omega museum confirm that only 3000 pieces were 
spread over the entire range of US collection models. 
 
The database also reveals that the calibre 560 movement was first produced in 1959 and was specifically 
designated for US collections (more about that later) that were marketed from 1963 to 1967.  Finally, as is the 
custom on the OVD, the database reveals that the four models may have had different styles of dial in the same 
model. 
 
There are some additional characteristics that you will need to know and master before you are able to field an 
authentic collection of this rare production calibre. You also need to know that the Omega database does not 
contain a complete list of calibre 560 Seamasters, as you will discover later in this essay. 
 
Home Assembly 
 
The U.S. market was a large and profitable catchment for Omega watches and it was in Omega’s interest to 
collaborate with the U.S. distributor, Norman Morris, in developing specific markets for Omega lines.  
 
The calibre 560 models were designed as stylish and well-priced competitors in the middle and blue collar market 
segments in the U.S. They were eventually priced to start at under 100 dollars for the stainless steel with gold bezel 
model through to 185 dollars for the 14 karat gold version. Clearly, if the standard 24 jewel, calibre 562 was used 
and the watch was fully finished in Switzerland, those price points would have been impossible to achieve.  

Calibre 560 movement showing the ‘adjusted’ stamping on the rotor bridge 
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Also, in introducing new models into the American Omega collection, 
relativity in the perceived value of other fully imported models needed to be 
sustained. To assist the Norman Morris Corporation in its forays into the 
lower priced and highly competitive market segments, Omega produced both 
the calibre 560 and 563 as 17 jewel versions of its more up-market calibres 
562 and later 565. This enabled Morris to position the higher jewelled, fully 
imported watches with a significant price premium and allowed Omega more 
spread in the market. 
 
John Diethelm, Historical Consultant at the Omega Museum, has confirmed 
that the reason for supplying the U.S. market with the 17 jewel calibres was 
the high levels of excise charged on any movement having more than 17 
jewels. The rate of excise charged by US customs rose steeply for 
movements containing 18 jewels and more, and this sharp increase in the 
percentage of excise had to be paid on all jewels, not only those in excess of 
seventeen.   
 
So Morris now had a cheaper movement and dial to encase in the U.S.  
Since the 1930s, NMC had imported movements and dials from Omega and 
cased them locally, typically with high-quality cases manufactured at very 
competitive prices by Ross, the Star Watch Case Company and others. So, 
the company had a lot of experience in assembling some models locally. The 
combined savings of the 17 jewelled movement and the cheaper, locally made cases allowed competitive pricing 
and maintained margins. 
 
Seamaster De Ville Case References 
 
Collecting the 3 model types of the De Ville 560 starts first and 
foremost with the right case reference.  Note that there are 
different case references for each model type, although all are 
monocoque (unishell) cases where the movements are 
accessed through the case front with the use of a special tool: 

 
KL 6610 – This is the 14K solid yellow gold case (also bezel 
and lugs).  The edge of the case between the lugs will have a 
distinctive mark or engraving “14K. Gold”.  The case-back 
features the Seamaster hippocampus logo.  
 
KL 6068 – This is the 14K yellow gold bezel with stainless steel 
case-back..  As with the reference 6610, the distinctive mark 
positioned between the lugs (“Don’t leave home without this 
mark”) reads: “14K. Gold Bezel/S.S. BACK” .  The case-back is 
SS and also includes the prominent seamonster logo medallion. 
 

Model KL 6610 

Case KL 6068. Notice the luminous hands and recesses in the markers that 
contain luminous material. As a general rule the T Swiss Made T script 
indicates both luminous (Tritium) hands and markers. Two Ts basically 
indicated a certain quantity of luminous material; however the above rule of 
thumb generally applies 
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KL 6292 – This is the 14K gold-filled model type.  The engraved 
mark reads:“14K. Gold Filled”.  The seamonster medallion is 
again present.   
 
Important Distinctions to Make 
 
It is not uncommon to see other calibres in the mid-500 series of 
movements showing Norman Morris Corporation case references 
starting with the letters KM (or even LL). Such lettering often 
precedes numbers identical to those seen on correct calibre 560 
cases, such as 6610, 6292 and 6068. These numbers refer 
generically to U.S. Collection solid gold, gold filled and gold bezel 
watches. And so, it is the prefix ‘KL’ that determines whether or 
not you have a genuine calibre 560 model as KL was code in 
Norman Morris catalogues for calibre 560.  
 
Avoid the mistake of thinking you have an authentic 560 collection 
De Ville when you have a case reference such as KM 6610 or KM 
6068. The KM prefix refers to calibres 563 and 565 respectively 
and not to the 560.  If you have a KM or LL prefix case married to 
a calibre 560 movement, unfortunately you have a ‘franken’ or 
‘wedding’ watch. 
 
Finally, inside an authentic KL reference case, you will see the stamp of 
the case maker, Ross, and also the Omega Watch Co. mark.  
 
Variations on Calibre 560 De Ville Movements  
 
The 560 movement is either marked ‘Adjusted Two(2) Positions’ on the 
rotor bridge or alternatively marked ‘Unadjusted’.  Calibre 560 movement 
serial numbers range from 16 million through to 23 million.  Note that the 
‘Adjusted’ movements tend to be found in the earlier serial number 
movements and, as such, are by definition more sought after by collectors 
as a ‘rarity within a rarity’.  That does not mean to say however, that the 
‘Unadjusted’ 560 movement should go begging.  The issue of ‘uniformity’ 
of collection comes into play in different ways.  For instance, collection 
uniformity could feature only Unadjusted movements (as opposed to all 
Adjusted or some combination of Adjusted and Unadjusted) in each of the 
3 model types.  
 
Dial Styles and Hour Markers 
 
It is here that collectors who exhibit patience and discipline when 
assembling an authentic 560 De Ville collection will be rewarded.  
Variability, uncertainty and dial substitution can cause havoc and 
confusion to collectors aiming for factory authenticity.   
 
There are some minimum dial-marker characteristics that seemingly anchor authentic 560 De Ville’s.  Firstly, the 12 
hour marker will usually feature joined gold ‘baguettes’ that, as a unit, are wider at the top of the marker and less 

Model KL6292 

External stamping between the lugs that 
denotes the metal content of the case 

Inner case back of model KL 6610 
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wide at the bottom.  The top of the marker has its 3rd 
baguette counting from the left distinctively a little shorter 
compared to the others.  There is a lume dot above this 
baguette and all other hour markers.   
 
A further marker related characteristic of many models of 
the 560 De Ville is that the gold markers at 3, 6 and 9 
sport only 2 thin joined parallel baguettes  (not one or 
three or four or a solid baton as in other dial styles etc.,).  
This configuration (of 4 and 2) is certainly true of the KL 
6292 (gold-filled) and KL 6068 (gold bezel/SS back).  It is 
arguable that that the KL 6610 differentiates itself having 
all the quarter markers as 4 joined baguettes and we 
must remember that Omega states there were different 
dial designs for the various models. The important point 
upon which to reflect when examining dials for these 
models is consistency in design story across the 
collection. There is, it could be argued, a certain 
consistency in design in the thin baguette markers on both examples 
mentioned.  
 
Finally, the Seamaster script with its single coat-hanger “S” and flat ‘r’ will 
not only also confirm both an authentic 560 dial style but will help to 
establish whether the dial is original or repainted. 
 
Note that with the series 500 Seamaster De Ville’s, the dial diameter and 
dial feet sizes are identical and, thus, may be the subject of dial substitution over the years.  So the ideal 560 
collection involving all three model types should try to feature dial styles and dial markers that are uniform in 
nature. This does not imply that mixed dial styles in a collection 
are not authentic (although they may not be) – but it does suggest 
that uniformity of dial style in a particular collection may be more 
attractive and will likely bring a higher monetary valuation if a 
collector seeks to liquidate a collection.   
 
Skill Begets Opportunity 
 
As mentioned earlier the calibre 560 De Ville series Automatic 
features a monocoque case that opens from the front/crystal and 
requires a special tool to access the movement.  This creates 
both great opportunities and difficulties for would-be-collectors 
and brings the skill/knowledge issue into the equation to some 
degree.  Opportunities therefore abound to discover and purchase 
these watches for considerably less than their proper valuation, 
especially if you know exactly what you are looking for.  Many 
sellers, for example, are simply not able (or willing) to open these 
watches to confirm movement calibre numbers, Adjusted versus Unadjusted stamping and the all-important case 
reference numbers.   
 
So, the skilled and knowledgeable collector may be able to snap up a valuable 560 at a price considerably below 
real value by spotting particular characteristics that photographs provide (or by asking certain questions that the 

External case back Model 6610 

Calibre 560 with ‘Unadjusted’ stamp on the rotor bridge 

Alternative dial style, model KL 6292 
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seller can answer).  However, there are real perils that go hand-in-hand with erroneous judgments and wrong 
assumptions.  Remember that Seamaster De Ville calibre 563 and 565 have case reference prefixes starting with 
KM and LL also have the engraved marks between the lugs, indicating their type, i.e. solid gold, gold-filled and gold 
bezel/SS such as the 560's.   
 
One must recognise, however, that both opportunity and misfortune exist alongside each other.  It is wise to have 
dial style, marker and known stampings on the case confirmed at an absolute minimum if a person does not know 
or can’t obtain the case reference or movement numbers before purchasing.   
 
And the Fourth Model? 
 
The fourth model of the calibre 560 family was model KL6312. The model opposite shows a guilloche dial with the 
customary stick hands and index hour markers. The dial appears to have been refinished at some stage during its 
life because the recesses for the luminous material appear to 
be empty. The markers and hands are correct for this model, 
indicating that the dial (although possibly refinished) is original 
to the watch. 
 
This model featured a 10 karat gold filled bezel and lugs with a 
stainless steel case back. Retailing at 95 dollars in 1965, the 
watch could be described as a dress watch for a man of 
moderate means.  However, it is thought that out of the full 
production run of 3000 pieces, most of the movements were 
reserved for the more striking Seamaster DeVille models, and 
so, arguably, this watch is the rarest of the four models. 
 
The movement in the example opposite is an unadjusted calibre 
560. The case features a screw-in case back unlike the three 
De Ville models. It was available either with a plain leather strap 
or with gold filled bracelet under the reference KL 6312H. 
 
The watch did not offer water resistance like the monocoque 
Seamaster DeVille cases.  But, in terms of collectibility, this 
model is no poor cousin to the De Villes. If you see one, snap it 
up, as it is probably one of the rarer of all American cased 
Omega models featuring a mid-500 series movement. 
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In the KL 6312 pictured opposite we see a fully original dial with 
luminous stick hands and marker. The discolouration of the luminous 
material at the base of the markers is a very good indicator that this 
dial is original.  
 
The date surround on these models was not chamfered into multiple 
facets but was slightly raised and rounded at the corners. 
 
The appearance of ‘T Swiss Made T at six o’clock indicates that that 
radioluminescent emission meets ISO standard 3157  and is less than 
7.5 mCi (millicuries). Tritium is an isotope of hydrogen that has a very 
weak beta radiation. Its use was widespread until the advent of light-
stimulating luminescence such as luminova.   
 
 In watches marked T Swiss Made it indicates that a lower ISO 
standard of radioluminescent emission has been met. As a rule of 
thumb, watches with Swiss Made T or vice versa will have luminous 
hands and with a double T both the markers and hands will be 
luminous.   
 

The rare calibre 560 models are a collectors dream 
because they don’t, at this stage, cost the earth to 
collect. Some of the models illustrated in this essay 
have been purchased for less that $USD 300.00, 
giving significant opportunity for rising values over 
time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Calibre 560 Adjusted 2 positions. Photograph courtesy Tim Mackrain 
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Addendum: New Discoveries  
 
Recently, as a response to my original post on calibre 
560 rarities, I received an email from a UK collector 
of calibre 560 models,  Graham Smith, stating that he 
had acquired a Seamaster case number KL 6303 
powered by a calibre 560. He wondered whether he 
had stumbled on yet another variation of the calibre 
560 Norman Morris assembled Seamasters.  In 
inspecting photographs of the watch, it appeared as a 
distinct possibility that Graham had indeed chanced 
upon another hitherto unidentified model. 
 
Most of the calibre 560 powered Seamasters were 
De Villes, however the example unearthed by 
Graham was a Seamaster case in 14k rolled gold 
with skeletonised luminous dauphine hands and 
luminous hour markers with applied numerals on the 
quarter hour, quite a departure from the norm. 
 
The upshot of our communications was that Graham 
wrote directly to John Diethelm at the Omega 
museum, and John responded with some cryptic 
comments about the 560 also appearing in an entry-
level Geneve as well as confirming that KL6303 was 
a Norman Morris assembled Seamaster powered by 
the 560. Graham had hit paydirt, as the Omega 
records show below: 
 
“OMEGA - Seamaster - gent's strap line for USA 
Serial # 20'043'762 - automatic-calendar cal. 560 - 17 
jewels (only for distribution in USA) 
Movement manufactured and delivered as "bare" to 
our Agents in New York on August 16, 1963 and then 
fitted in a case "made in USA" and of American 
reference "KL6303" - 14K gold-filled case.  
Suggested retail only in USA and in 1963: US$ 
115.00 on leather strap.” 
 
In the process of communicating with the Omega 
Museum it was discovered that references on page 
478 in ‘Omega, a Journey through Time’ to an ex-
Seamaster 165.002 model that was powered by a 
calibre 560 were incorrect. It was confirmed that the 
case number should have been 166.002 and thus 
powered by a 55x series calibre.  This assisted in 
closing off one blind alley and placing the focus back 
on the question of other models being powered by 
calibre 560 movements. But, as you will see later, the 
reference in ‘Journey’ may have been a misprint of 
166.020 (166.0020 in the Omega database) 
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Tally So Far 
 
So, we have established that there were three Seamaster De 
Villes, one Seamaster and One Omega automatic all powered 
by the US-only calibre 560, of which only 3000 movements 
were produced. In effect, the rarity of these models has 
increased commensurably with the addition of another 
confirmed model. 
 
And other models?  
 
In one email, John Diethelm stated that, while the Omega 
Dynamic case 166.0039 housed a calibre 565 in the 
international version of this model, the US version was originally 
fitted with a calibre 560 by the Norman Morris Corporation when 
sold in USA. The US case reference for these early Geneve 
Dynamics (seen opposite) was case 6165B or 6196. This 
assertion was, again, queried and John Diethelm stated 
categorically that it was correct.  

Close-up of the dial of unearthed calibre 560 Seamaster Model KL 6303. Dial in very good condition with most of the luminescent material intact 
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A ref 6165B or 6196 US cased Dynamic is a rare bird indeed. So now, we have six models that were powered by 
calibre 560, and we’re still counting!   
 
A further model was powered by the calibre 560 in its U.S. version.  Case 166.020 (166.0020 in the Omega 
database) is listed as originally housing calibre 562 and in its later iterations, calibre 565, however I have come 
across several case 166.020s powered by calibre 560s that appear authentic.  The OXG mark (Importers mark for 
Omega’s sole agent, the Norman Morris Corporation) appears on the example shown below left with a serial 
number of 22239216, dating the watch to around 1965. 
 

One explanation for the listing in the database showing calibre 562 and 
563 is that Omega produced 24 jewel versions of this Seamaster DeVille 
for the international market and assembled 17 jewel versions for the US 
market so as to escape excessive duty on the US imported models.  
Remember that Norman Morris coined the name “DeVille” and Omega 
liked it so much that it began to use this appellation on an increasing 
number of models as the 1960s rolled on. 
 
The second example shown below right shows a parts watch offered on 
eBay with exactly the same configuration of dial, movement and case. 
The serial number 21258272 dates the watch to around 1964. While 
coincidences are not uncommon in vintage watches, this appears to be 
too much of a coincidence and so I decided to engage the Omega 
museum again on this subject. 
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I put to John Diethelm the thesis that the US version of case 166.020 featured a calibre 560 and received this reply, 
“The model ST 166.020 (Seamaster De Ville") shipped to USA was the only one sent as such, i.e. never with a 
movement of cal. 562 or 565 - 24 jewels, but USA was importing the complete watch, with mov. of cal. 560 ( 17 
jewels) only for the steel cases, while the gold-filled or 14K solid gold cases were then "made in USA" and fitted 
with the "bare" movements”  This is important information as it explains the pedigree of this particular model and 
indeed it’s the uniqueness of the stainless steel model as being the only calibre 560 assembled entirely in 
Switzerland and sent to the U.S. as a complete calibre 560 piece. 
 
The Omega museum has also confirmed that “entry-level” Omega Geneves with the US case numbers 6019 (gold 
top, steel back), 6020 (steel) and 6021 (gold top, steel back) featured the 17 jewel calibre 560.   I have yet to set 
eyes upon any of these three models, but the search is on!   Please send me photographs if you do encounter one 
of these models. 
 
Summary 
 
In summary, a total of 3000 pieces of the calibre 560 were produced for the exclusive use of US agent Norman 
Morris.  It now seems that those pieces were spread over ten different models at least.  This basically makes the 
models that house a calibre 560 limited edition pieces, notwithstanding the use of the calibre for entry level as well 
as a very smart, well-priced collection of Seamasters for the blue collar market.  Omega only applies the appellation 
‘Limited Edition’ to models it produces as collector’s pieces, and with a price tag to match, however simple 
mathematics will tell you that some of the calibre 560 models would have been produced in numbers less than 300, 
and that, for my money, renders them rare. 


